Range Boundary

CoF 1

Popper
behind
target

P1

Save the fish! Radical animal rights supporters attack!
SCENARIO: Fishing on the pier in New London when you reel in a big one.
supporters want you to feel the fish’s pain.

Radical animal rights

DESCRIPTION: Shooter starts at PI with firearm loaded to division capacity but unchambered in the
tackle box with loading devices. At buzzer, hook the fish, drop the pole, retrieve the firearm, and
engage all targets with two rounds each.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Shooter should be reminded to be careful when retrieving firearm.
SET-UP: Static target and Drop Turner are 12 yards from P1, Swinger is at 10 yards from P1.
Remaining targets are arranges 5 and 10 yards from the P1. We will figure out the actual distances on
match day. A fishing pole activates swinger. A popper behind standard static target at 12 yard
activates drop turner. The tackebox (toolbox) is on a table with muzzle facing downrange.
Concealment is not required

18 rounds

Unlimited scoring

CoF 2
Metal target up against berm

Range Boundary

Metal target up against berm

P1

Getting ahead in life….
DESCRIPTION: Shooter starts at P1 with firearm loaded and holstered with 6 rounds and up to three
additional 6 round magazines on body. . On buzzer, draw and engage each target with 2 rounds each.
Six rounds will be shot freestyle, six rounds will be shot strong hand only, six shots will be shot weak
hand only. Best two on paper will be scored.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Confirm that shots impact berm. Remind shooter to be careful switching the
gun from hand to hand.

SET-UP: Prepare three sets of each target based on ones provided. Tape then together from behind
with duct tape, mark where they intersect target sticks for change at squad swap. Targets are
arranged between 5 and 7 yards from P1 but ensure they are less than two yards apart so that they are
all of same priority.
Concealment is not required

18 rounds

Limited scoring

CoF 3

Range Boundary

Swinger

Up - Down

P1

Prepare to be boarded! Bad guys come over the rail!
SCENARIO: You’ve escaped the radical animal rights activists when bad guys come over the rail
from their boat for your family.
DESCRIPTION: Shooter starts at PI with firearm loaded to division capacity and at low ready in
strong handwith fish bucket in weak hand. At buzzer, drop bucket onto pressure plate and engage all
targets with two rounds each.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Muzzle awareness
SET-UP: Fence will be provided. Targets will have appropriate hard cover to represent being behind
fence. Staple to front. Fence will be somewhere between 7 and 10 yards from P1 and possibly on an
angle. Fence will be in two 8” sections so we may make one close and one further. Non-threats on
individual stands. Up-down and pressure plate is between fence sections Range constraints and safety
will direct.
Concealment is not required

18 rounds

Unlimited scoring

Target Layout for CoF 3 on both sets of rails.

CoF 4
Metal target up against berm

Range Boundary

Metal target up against berm

P1

Incredibly Interesting Standard
DESCRIPTION: Shooter starts at P1 with firearm loaded with 6 rounds at low ready in weak hand
and three additional 6 round magazines on body. On signal engage each target with 6 rounds. Six
rounds will be shot freestyle, six rounds will be shot strong hand only, six shots will be shot weak hand
only. Best six on paper will be scored.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Confirm that shots impact berm. Remind shooter to be careful switching the
gun from hand to hand.
SET-UP: targets are at 5, 10 and 15 yards. Make 4 hardcover targets for swap with squad swap.
Concealment is not required

18 rounds

Limited scoring

